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The aim of this study was development of an improved PET radiotracer for measuring xC− activity with increased tumor uptake and reduced
uptake in inflammatory cells compared with (S)-4-(3-18F-fluoropropyl)L-glutamate (18F-FSPG). Methods: A racemic glutamate derivative,
18F-hGTS13, was evaluated in cell culture and animal tumor models. 18FhGTS13 was separated into C5 epimers, and the corresponding 18FhGTS13-isomer1 and 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 were evaluated in H460
tumor–bearing rats. Preliminary studies investigated the cellular
uptake of 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 in multiple immune cell populations
and states. Results: 18F-hGTS13 demonstrated excellent H460
tumor visualization with high tumor-to-background ratios, confirmed
by ex vivo biodistribution studies. Tumor-associated radioactivity
was significantly higher for 18F-hGTS13 (7.5 ± 0.9 percentage injected
dose [%ID]/g, n 5 3) than for 18F-FSPG (4.6 ± 0.7 %ID/g, n 5 3,
P 5 0.01). 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 exhibited excellent H460 tumor
visualization (6.3 ± 1.1 %ID/g, n 5 3) and significantly reduced
uptake in multiple immune cell populations relative to 18F-FSPG.
18F-hGTS13-isomer2 exhibited increased liver uptake relative to
18F-FSPG (4.6 ± 0.8 vs. 0.7 ± 0.01 %ID/g), limiting its application
in hepatocellular carcinoma. Conclusion: 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 is a
new PET radiotracer for molecular imaging of xC− activity that may
provide information on tumor oxidation states. 18F-hGTS13-isomer2
has potential for clinical translation for imaging cancers of the thorax because of the low background signal in healthy tissue.
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T

he increased uptake of glucose has been exploited clinically
to detect tumors and their response to treatment by PET imaging
with 18F-FDG (1,2). However, 18F-FDG has limitations, including
nonspecificity toward inflammation and high background accumulation in tissues with high glycolytic rates, such as brain and heart
(3). To overcome the limitations of 18F-FDG and provide additional
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information about tumor biology, other fundamental processes in
tumor cells would be of utility for detecting cancer, monitoring treatment response, and predicting chemoresistance (4). The enhanced
rate of glucose and glutamine uptake to increase cell mass results
in elevated levels of oxidative intermediates and subsequent altered redox potential and excess of reactive oxygen species (5).
Thiol-containing molecules, including L-cysteine and the tripeptide
glutathione (GSH), are key cellular components to neutralize these
conditions, and their consumption leads to detoxification of reactive
oxygen species and other electrophiles (e.g., chemotherapeutics)
(6). GSH, the major thiol-containing endogenous antioxidant, is
found in millimolar intracellular concentrations and serves as a redox buffer against various sources of oxidative stress (7–9). A constant supply of GSH and its precursory components is essential for
cell survival and provides an advantage for tumor growth. L-cysteine
plays a crucial role as a reactive oxygen species scavenger and is
also the rate-limiting constituent in GSH biosynthesis (10). L-cysteine is provided to cells via system xC2, the amino acid transporter
that mediates the sodium-independent exchange of extracellular Lcystine and intracellular L-glutamate across the plasma membrane
(Fig. 1) (11). Intracellularly, L-cystine is reduced to 2 molecules
of L-cysteine, which can be used for GSH biosynthesis. System
xC2 is a heterodimeric transporter consisting of 2 subunits: the lightchain xCT (SLC7A11) conferring substrate specificity and the heavychain 4F2hc (SLC3A2) (12). It is noteworthy that xC2 is unable to
differentiate between its natural substrates L-cystine and L-glutamate
for the inward direction of transport (13). The increased activity of
xC2 in tumors has previously been exploited by PET imaging with
(4S)-4-(3-18F-fluoropropyl)-L-glutamate (18F-FSPG). Pilot clinical
studies have been completed examining dosimetry in healthy volunteers and tumor detection in non–small cell lung carcinoma, breast
cancer (14), hepatocellular cancer (15), and intracranial malignancies
(16). Additional radiotracers, including 18F-5-fluoro-aminosuberic
acid, targeting the xC2 transporter have also been described
(17,18). Because the xC2 transporter plays important roles in
other, non–tumor-related, diseases, 18F-FSPG has high uptake
and retention in inflammatory cells (19), including activated T cells
and microglia, resulting in the investigation of 18F-FSPG to visualize multiple sclerosis (20) and cerebral ischemia (21). With
these considerations in mind, second-generation radiotracers for
molecular imaging of xC2 were designed (WO/2012/150220),
with potential for reduced uptake in inflammatory cells and enhanced tumor visualization. Incorporation of an ultraviolet active
moiety was pursued to facilitate radiosynthesis and quality control
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per inhibitor). Hanks balanced salt solution containing the inhibitors
was aspirated, and fresh Hanks balanced salt solution containing the
appropriate inhibitor and 0.2 MBq of 18F-hGTS13 was added and
incubated at 37C and 5% CO2 for 60 min. Cells were processed as
previously described (22).
xCT Small Inhibitory RNA (siRNA)

FIGURE 1. Graphical representation of system xC−, comprising
heavy-chain and light-chain xC transporter coupled by disulfide bond
(S–S). xC− imports extracellular cystine in exchange for intracellular glutamate in 1:1 ratio. 18F-hGTS13 and 18F-FSPG bear structural similarities to
glutamate and are transported into cell via xC−.

because 18F-FSPG requires derivatization for quality control analysis
at our institution. The compound hGTS13 was selected for further
evaluation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
General

Human A549 and H460 tumor cell lines were obtained from ATCC
and maintained according to the provider’s protocols. Chemicals were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Tocris, and Thermo Fisher-Scientific.
Synthesis of the precursor, tosylate di-tert-butyl (2S)-2-[(tert-butoxycarbonyl)amino]-5-{4-[2-(tosyloxy)ethoxy]benzyl}hexanedioate (compound 1), was adopted from a patent (WO/2012/150220). 18F-FSPG was
obtained from Stanford Cyclotron and Radiochemistry Facility.
Radiochemistry
18F-hGTS13 was synthesized from nucleophilic displacement of the
tosylate group within compound 1 and subsequent deprotection (Supplemental Fig. 1). Full details can be found in the supplemental materials
(available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org). The identity of 18F-hGTS13 was
confirmed through coinjection with reference standard 19F-hGTS13 (Supplemental Fig. 2).

Chiral High-Performance Liquid Chromatography

C5 epimers of compound 1 were separated by high-performance
liquid chromatography using a chiral column (Lux 5-mM amylose-1,
150 · 4.6 mm). An isocratic mobile phase of hexane/isopropanol
(85:10) 1 0.1% diethylamine was used (flow rate, 1.0 mL/min) to give
baseline separation of C5 epimers (retention time, 6.4 and 8.5 min).
Cell Uptake Studies

A549 and H460 cells (2 · 105) were plated into 12-well plates the
day before uptake studies (n 5 3 per condition). On the day of the
uptake, prewarmed Hanks balanced salt solution containing about 0.2
MBq of 18F-hGTS13 was added to individual wells (1 mL per well).
Cells were incubated at 37C and 5% CO2 over a specified time
course. For competition studies, wells were pretreated 10 min before
radiotracer addition with the appropriate amino acid or (S)-4-carboxyphenylglycine to give a final concentration of 1 mM (n 5 3 replicates

A549 cells (6 · 104) were seeded in 12-well plates in antibiotic-free
F-12K medium the day before addition of siRNA transfection with
lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Specific siRNA sequences targeting the light-chain xCT were produced by
Thermo Scientific using the following sequence: CGAGTCTGGGTGGAACTCCTCATAA. Scrambled siRNA (CGAGGTCGGTGTCAACTCCATGTAA) was used as a control. siRNA was added at a final
concentration of 25 nM, and xCT knockdown was achieved 48 h after
transfection, as confirmed through quantitative reverse-transcription
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and 14C-cystine uptake studies.
18F-hGTS13 uptake was measured over 60 min in cells treated with
xCT siRNA and control siRNA at 48 h after transfection. Cells were
processed for tracer uptake studies as described above using 18F-hGTS13
or 14C-cystine. For 14C-cystine measurements, 10 mL of scintillation
liquid were added to lysates and measured using an LS 6500 multipurpose
scintillation counter (Beckman Coulter). Untreated cells were used as an
additional control, measured 72 h after seeding.
RNA Isolation, Reverse Transcription, and Quantitative
Reverse-Transcription PCR

Total RNA was extracted with an RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). cDNA
was synthesized with M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) using oligo(dT) primers according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Real-time PCR was performed on the iCycler real-time
PCR detection system (Bio-Rad) using SYBR green PCR master
mix (Life Technologies) with primers specific for xCT and 18S ribosomal RNA using annealing and extension temperatures of 56C and
72C, respectively. xCT was amplified using primers (forward) 59CAAATGCAGTGGCAGTGACC and (reverse) 59-AGACAGCAAACACACCACCG, and 18S ribosomal RNA was amplified using primers
(forward) 59-GTAACCCGTTGAACCCCATT and (reverse) 59-CCATCCAATCGGTAGTAGCG. Transcript levels were normalized to the level
of 18S ribosomal RNA messenger RNA. The comparative quantitation
method (DDCt) was used to compare the different samples and transform
them to absolute values with 2–DDCt for determining relative fold changes.
Primary Human Immune Cell Isolation, Activation, and
Radiotracer Uptake Studies

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells were obtained from fresh
buffy coat fractions (Stanford Blood Center) using Ficoll-Paque Plus
following the manufacturer’s instructions (GE Healthcare). T cells, B cells,
and monocytes were isolated using a human naı̈ve pan T cell isolation kit,
human B cell enrichment kit, and human monocyte isolation kit, respectively (Stemcell Technologies). Isolated cells were subsequently maintained in resting or activated conditions for 2 d. T cells were activated
with the T-cell activation/expansion kit using anti-CD3/2/28 coated particles (Miltenyi Biotec). B cells were activated with (S)-4-carboxylphenylglycine oligodeoxynucleotide 2006 (1 mM; Sigma-Aldrich). Monocytes
were activated using lipopolysaccharide (1 mg/mL, Escherichia coli O55:B5;
Sigma-Aldrich) (23–25). Activation was confirmed by assessing significant
changes in morphology in activated versus resting cells.
Radiotracer uptake experiments were performed 48 h after activation. Cells from the same donor were used to evaluate uptake of both
18F-hGTS13-isomer2 and 18F-FSPG to minimize donor-dependent
variation. T cells, B cells, and monocytes (3 · 105 per well) were
prepared in prewarmed Hanks balanced salt solution in a 96-well plate
and incubated with about 0.8 MBq of radiotracer per well for 1 h.
Cells were processed as previously described (26).
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Animal Studies

All experiments involving animals were in accordance with protocols
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at
Stanford University and were performed in accord with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals. H460 subcutaneous tumor models were developed as
previously described (27). PET/CT imaging of rats was performed
with a small-animal hybrid scanner (Inveon; Siemens) and analyzed
according to methods previously described by our group (22). Approximately 15 MBq (400 mCi) of each radiotracer was administered to
rats intravenously. For comparative radiotracer studies, the same cohort of rats was scanned with each radiotracer; representative images
show comparison within the same animal. Static PET scans were
acquired 60 min after injection of radioactivity, and the acquisition
of dynamic PET scans commenced immediately before injection of
radiotracer. No partial-volume correction was completed.

uptake was evident in the presence of L-aspartate. The competition profile of 18F-hGTS13 in both A549 and H460 cells is highlighted in Figure 2B and indicates the specificity of this radiotracer
for system xC2. We additionally modulated light-chain xCT protein expression in vitro through siRNA; reduced xCT expression
was confirmed through PCR and 14C-cystine uptake (Supplemental
Fig. 3). A significant reduction in 18F-hGTS13 uptake (78%, P ,
0.0001, n 5 3 per condition) was evident in xCT siRNA cells
compared with those transfected with control siRNA (Fig. 2C).
Competition studies in the presence of L-glutamine, L-leucine, and
L-alanine suggest possible involvement of systems L and B10 in the
uptake of 18F-hGTS13, particularly in A549 cells (Supplemental
Fig. 4), whereas additional knockdown studies (Fig. 2C and Supplemental Fig. 5) indicate specificity to system xC2 and a similar
specificity profile to 18F-FSPG.

Ex Vivo Biodistribution Studies

Evaluation of

At completion of PET imaging studies, about 80 min after radiotracer administration, the rats were sacrificed by terminal cardiac puncture
and tissues harvested. Radioactivity within individual tissues was determined on a g-counter. Radioactivity standards were counted for data
normalization. Data were expressed as percentage injected dose (%ID)/g.

In xenograft models of H460 cells, 10-min static PET/CT imaging was completed 60 min after injection of 18F-hGTS13. The distribution of 18F-hGTS13 was characterized by renal clearance and
liver uptake (Fig. 3). High tumor uptake (7.5 6 0.9 %ID/g) was evident at 60 min after injection of radioactivity. Rats bearing H460
tumors were additionally scanned 1 d beforehand with 18F-FSPG
PET/CT, and levels of radioactivity within H460 tumors were significantly lower with 18F-FSPG than with 18F-hGTS13 (4.6 6 0.7,
P 5 0.01, n 5 3). Ex vivo biodistribution studies after the 18FhGTS13 PET scan corroborated the PET imaging results (Fig. 3C).
18F-hGTS13 radioactivity in the H460 tumor was determined to be
6.4 6 0.9 %ID/g, which was significantly higher than that of blood
(0.6 6 0.2 %ID/g, P 5 0.0042, n 5 3) and muscle (0.1 6 0.05 %
ID/g, P 5 0.0004, n 5 3).

Statistical Analyses

Data were expressed as mean 6 SD. Statistical significance was
determined using a 2-tailed Student t test, with P values of less than
0.05 being considered significant. For analysis across multiple samples, 1- or 2-way ANOVA was used, followed by multiple comparisons of means with Bonferroni adjustment.
RESULTS
Rapid and Extensive Uptake of

18F-hGTS13

18F-hGTS13

in H460 Tumor–Bearing Rats

in Cell Culture

Cell culture studies showed rapid cellular uptake in A549 and
H460 tumor cells after addition of 18F-hGTS13, with uptake values of 9.7% 6 2.8% and 21.6% 6 3.6% in A549 cells and 15.8% 6
1.5% and 32.1% 6 0.8% in H460 cells at 30 and 60 min, respectively
(Fig. 2A). Strong inhibition of 18F-hGTS13 uptake was evident in the
presence of L-glutamate, L-cystine, or the system xC2–specific
inhibitor (S)-4-carboxylphenylglycine. However, no inhibition of

Separation of 18F-hGTS13 C-5 Epimers and Evaluation in
H460 Tumor–Bearing Rats

Chiral high-performance liquid chromatography of compound 1
gave baseline separation of C-5 epimers with retention times of
6.4 and 8.5 min. No efforts were made to resolve the absolute
stereochemistry of the isomers at this stage. They were defined as
isomer 1 and isomer 2 based on order of elution from the chiral

FIGURE 2. (A) Cellular uptake of 18F-hGTS13 over time in A549 and H460 lung carcinoma cell lines. (B) Competition studies of 18F-hGTS13 in A549
and H460 cells at 60 min after addition of radioactivity. There was significant interaction on inhibitor and cell line (****P , 0.0001, n 5 3 per condition).
In A549 and H460 cells, 18F-hGTS13 uptake was significantly reduced in L-glutamate–treated cells (P , 0.0001 for both cell lines; A549, 81%
decrease; H460, 94% decrease), L-cystine–treated cells (P , 0.0001 for both cell lines; A549, 93% decrease; H460, 97% decrease), and (S)-4carboxylphenylglycine (CPG)–treated cells (P , 0.0001 for both cell lines; A549, 78% decrease; H460, 88% decrease). Nonsignificant reduction was
observed in L-aspartate–treated cells (P 5 0.74 for A549 cells, P 5 0.59 for H460 cells). (C) Reduced 18F-hGTS13 uptake was evident in A549 cells
treated with xCT siRNA compared with control siRNA (P , 0.0001, n 5 3 per condition). No difference in uptake was evident in untreated cells
compared with control siRNA (P 5 0.10, n 5 3 per condition).
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FIGURE 3. (A) Representative maximum-intensity-projection PET/CT images of rats bearing subcutaneous H460 tumors 60 min after intravenous
administration of ∼15 MBq of 18F-FSPG or 18F-hGTS13. (B) Levels of radioactivity in H460 tumors at 60 min after injection of radioactivity with 18FFSPG and 18F-hGTS13 (P 5 0.01, n 5 3) and in liver and kidneys determined from PET imaging. (C) Ex vivo biodistribution at ∼80 min after injection
of 18F-hGTS13 in 3 animals. **P 5 0.0042. ***P 5 0.0004. Sml Int 5 small intestine.

column. Radiolabeling of the C-5 epimers of compound 1 to give
18F-hGTS13-isomer1 and 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 was achieved using
the method described for the racemic mixture. 18F-hGTS13-isomer1
and 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 were synthesized, respectively, in 4.4%
(n 5 1) and 5.1% 6 1.7% (n 5 2) radiochemical yield, non–decaycorrected. H460 tumor–bearing rats were evaluated with static PET/
CT imaging of 18F-hGTS13-isomer1 and 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 (4
d apart) (Fig. 4). A significant reduction in liver uptake was observed with 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 compared with 18F-hGTS13isomer1 at 60 min after injection of radioactivity (4.7 6 0.9 vs.
8.5 6 0.4 %ID/g, P 5 0.01, n 5 3). There were similar amounts
of radioactivity retained in H460 tumors between 18F-hGTS13isomer1 and 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 (6.7 6 1.1 vs. 6.3 6 1.6 %
ID/g, P 5 0.8, n 5 3). Further studies were completed with
18F-hGTS13-isomer2 based on the improved biodistribution profile and similar levels of radioactivity retained in H460 tumors.
Dynamic PET/CT imaging with 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 was completed over a 60-min period (Fig. 5). High H460 tumor accumulation was evident throughout the scan, with radiotracer uptake
continuing to rise over the 60-min period (4.7 6 1.3 %ID/g

at 60 min after injection), suggesting that peak tumor radiotracer
uptake may occur beyond the 60-min acquisition period. Levels
of radioactivity present in healthy lung tissue and muscle were
low throughout the scan, highlighting the potential for a high
tumor-to-background ratio in cancers of the thorax (Supplemental
Fig. 6A). Results of the PET imaging studies were confirmed
through ex vivo biodistribution (Supplemental Fig. 6B).
Evaluation of 18F-hGTS13-Isomer2 in Immune Cell
Populations Compared with 18F-FSPG

We evaluated the uptake of 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 compared with
in primary human T cells, B cells, and monocytes, which
are key immune cell populations in various inflammatory diseases
and the tumor microenvironment. These studies revealed a dramatic
increase in the uptake of 18F-FSPG in activated versus resting T
cells (72-fold, P , 0.0001, n 5 3) (Fig. 6A), consistent with
previous studies (26). In contrast, the increased uptake of 18FhGTS13-isomer2 in activated T cells was attenuated; there was a
17-fold increase relative to resting T cells (P 5 0.0002, n 5 3). A
similar trend was observed with B cells, with 18F-FSPG exhibiting
a 3-fold increased uptake in activated versus
resting B cells (P 5 0.0003, n 5 3, Fig. 6B).
In contrast, 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 displayed a
2-fold increase in uptake in activated versus
resting B cells (P 5 0.189, n 5 3). Finally in
monocytes, 18F-FSPG displayed a 2-fold increased uptake in activated versus resting
monocytes (P 5 0.0022, n 5 3) whereas
18F-hGTS13-isomer2 exhibited a 4-fold increased uptake in activated versus resting
monocytes (P , 0.0001, n 5 3, Fig. 6C).
However, 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 absolute uptake values were considerably lower.
18F-FSPG

DISCUSSION

FIGURE 4. (A) Representative maximum-intensity-projection PET/CT images at 60 min after tailvein injection of ∼15 MBq of 18F-hGTS13-isomer1 or 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 in H460 tumor–bearing
rats. (B) Levels of radioactivity retained in H460 tumors and liver (P 5 0.01, n 5 3).
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FIGURE 5. (A) Representative summed 25- to 60-min maximum-intensity-projection PET/CT image of H460 tumor–bearing rat. (B) Time–activity curves reflecting 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 tumor uptake.

resistance. Molecular imaging of xC2 activity provides additional information over other amino acid–based PET probes currently being
explored, including 18F-FET and 18F-FDOPA, which are taken up
primarily by L-type amino acid transporter mechanisms and largely
reflect nutrient uptake to support increased biomass and proliferative
energy demands (28). The present work describes the characterization
of a novel radiotracer, 18F-hGTS13-isomer2, for PET imaging of xC2
activity and evaluation in cell culture and preclinical models.
The capacity of cancer cells to achieve multidrug resistance
remains an obstacle for successful chemotherapy. xC2 plays a vital
role in the development of multidrug resistance in cancer. Increased xC2 expression is associated with chemoresistance of
tumor cells; a negative correlation is evident between its expression
and drug potency across NCI-60 cancer cell lines (29). A negative
correlation is similarly evident between xC2 expression and the
anticancer activity of compounds that contain structural features
amenable to GSH reactivity, including Mannich base, therefore
indicating that GSH-dependent inactivation is a potential mechanism through which xC2 expression induces chemoresistance (30).
Molecular imaging of xC2 activity provides the potential to visualize this important target in oncology and gain insight into the
mechanisms of cancer drug resistance. PET imaging of xC2 activity with 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 may provide the potential to

visualize tumors and provide valuable insight into chemoresistance,
particularly in cancers of the thorax because of the low background signal in healthy tissue. Although 18F-hGTS13-isomer2
displayed a favorable increase in tumor uptake, an increase in
radiotracer uptake was also evident in the liver compared with
18F-FSPG, potentially limiting the ability of this radiotracer for
imaging hepatocellular cancer, for which 18F-FSPG has shown
utility (31). There are no anticipated concerns in radiation dosimetry based on the increased liver uptake. Key applications in
which 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 may have advantages over 18FFSPG include lung cancer, breast cancer, and primary and metastatic brain lesions.
Several lines of evidence suggest the role of xC2 in regulating the
innate and adaptive immune response. Activation of monocytes is
associated with production of reactive oxygen species. The xC2 is
subsequently upregulated potentially as an autoprotective response
during activation of these cells (32). Similarly, naı̈ve T cells are
known to be metabolically dependent on antigen-presenting cells
to fulfil their cysteine requirements due to the lack of xC2 and
limited cysteine availability in the extracellular space. However,
on activation of T cells, expression of xC2 becomes upregulated
and provides activated T cells with cysteine necessary for proliferation (33,34). Aside from malignant cells, the tumor microenvironment contains a complex milieu of immune cells including T- and
B-lymphocytes, tumor-associated macrophages and monocytes, and
fibroblasts and vascular endothelial cells (35). The xC2 expression
and uptake of 18F-FSPG in several of these cell populations have
been previously investigated (26,33,36). Although 18F-hGTS13isomer2 uptake was elevated in activated versus resting immune cells,
the differential observed between activated and resting cells, as well
as the absolute levels of uptake, was much lower than observed
with 18F-FSPG. Although both compounds are specifically taken
up through the same transporter, structural differences (length of
the carbon backbone and the side chain) may cause more directed
inward channeling of one compound over the other depending on
the context of the transporter activity, that is, cancer or inflammation, and associated driving forces. Future studies including immune
cell blocking studies will be required to evaluate this in detail.
Additional studies including in vivo inflammation models will be
required to determine whether these findings persist in animal models. Nevertheless, the results of 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 in cell culture
and in animal models are promising and highlight the potential of

FIGURE 6. Cellular uptake of 18F-FSPG and 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 in resting and activated human T cells (18F-FSPG resting vs. activated, P , 0.0001,
n 5 3; 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 resting vs. activated, P 5 0.0002, n 5 3) (A), B cells (18F-FSPG resting vs. activated, P 5 0.0003, n 5 3; 18F-hGTS13isomer2 resting vs. activated, P 5 0.189, n 5 3) (B), and monocytes (18F-FSPG resting vs. activated, P 5 0.0022, n 5 3; 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 resting vs. activated, P , 0.0001, n 5 3) (C).
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this radiotracer with improved specificity for imaging cancer cells in
the tumor microenvironment.
CONCLUSION
18F-hGTS13-isomer2 is a new radiotracer for molecular imaging of xC2 activity, specifically taken up by xC2 in cell culture and
with high tumor accumulation in animal models. Molecular imaging of xC2 activity with 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 has potential
for improved tumor detection and staging compared with other
xC2–targeting radiotracers and may assist in directing therapeutic strategies by visualizing metabolic adaptations to oxidative stress. Future studies are required to elucidate the uptake
of 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 in inflammation states in vivo and to
associate radiotracer uptake with chemoresistance. Clinical translation of 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 is under way for molecular imaging
of cancers of the thorax.
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KEY POINTS
QUESTION: The goal of this study was development of a novel
radiotracer for molecular imaging of xC− activity with improved
tumor uptake and reduced uptake in inflammatory cells.
PERTINENT FINDINGS: 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 exhibited excellent
H460 tumor visualization and significantly reduced uptake in
multiple immune cell populations.
IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: 18F-hGTS13-isomer2 has
potential for clinical translation for imaging cancers of the thorax
because of the low background signal in healthy tissue.
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